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Thank you for your purchase of our 3-d Printed Conversion Kit for the Atlas N
Scale Shay. The shay was designed to accommodate several variations in
appearance, as well as provisions for optional DCC and DCC Sound Installations.
It is advised you familiarize yourself with these instructions before beginning.
To build this kit you will require:
- Atlas N Scale Shay (any model# 416xx)
- Hon30 Coffee Creek Light Shay Frame
- Hon30 Coffee Creek Light Shay Bunker
- Hon30 Coffee Creek Light Shay Boiler
Available in steel or plastic (Steel is recommended)
- Hon30 Coffee Creek Light Shay Cab
Available Types are Steel (Late), Wood (Early), or Old Wood (with a
southwestern flare)
-Optional stacks and box headlight are available for customization
-SMD LED, Decoder, Speaker if desired.
Tools:
Hobby Knife Small Phillips Screwdriver Acetone Spray Paint
Drill Bit
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Please note that the Fine Smooth Material from Shapeways is very brittle and
prone to break and shatter! If you need to remove material, it can be drilled,
shaved, or sanded, but if you attempt to cut into it the model may break right
through to the edgee of the piece!
STEP 1: Check your parts for completeness. The Frame piece contains the detail
parts for rest of the locomotive. Should a part arrive damaged, or with any of these
items missing, contact Shapeways directly for a replacement:
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STEP 2: Carefully remove your detail parts from the frame, with a
gentle motion us a hobby knife to gently pry the parts loose from their
supports. The support material will crack, and then can be cleaned from
the part by working the hobby knife perpendicular to the surface to
scrape away any unwanted material. All the parts can now be test fit
together, and should lock by friction, but be still able to be taken apart.
The boiler is slid in from the front, and then pivoted down into the
frame. The bunker is inserted into the shaft casing, and then pushed
down over the alignment ridges cast into the frame. (The pin on the
bunker will likely crack to size when fit, this does not affect assembly)
STEP 3: Carefully clean the parts of any residue from the printing
process. Shapeways uses a wax as a support material when printing
these parts, based on how the parts ere oriented in printing, this may or
may not be present on your model. There are several suggestions on
how to clean and paint parts on the Shapeways forums and Youtube; we
suggest cleaning the parts with acetone and a toothbrush, then a water
bath to remove any remaining acetone before painting.
STEP 4: Paint using either an airbrush or rattle can primer (we used
Painter’s Touch 2 flat black) using very light coats. Allow drying, then
sanding any errors, and re-priming or topping coat with desired color,
allowing to dry and then brush paint any alternate color details.
Once the headlight is painted its exterior color, brush paint the
interior cone a with a silver or mirror finish paint. The headlight
lens was made by filling the cone with Elmer’s Clear School Glue
(NOT the white or any other variety) AFTER LED
INSTALLATION
STEP 5: Test your Atlas Shay for proper operation, then remove the
four screws at the corners of the frame and remove the locomotives
superstructure. Keep these screws for reinstallation if desired.
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Locate the light boards on the ends of the metal frame. Remove
these by sliding a hobby knife blade underneath and gently prying
up. The solder joints will crack and boards will fall loose.
Remove the small piece of angled pipe detail piece at the rear of
the engine casting.
REFER TO DCC INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS IF DESIRED
STEP 6: Take your painted boiler, headlight bracket, and headlight and
run the wires for a 603 or 402 SMD LED through the hole in the bottom
of the headlight. Place a small drop of glue on to the mating surface of
the light, then thread the wires through the hole in the bottom of the
bracket and seat the headlight and bracket together until the glue has set.
Thread the wires through the hole in the boiler, and the place a small
drop of glue on the outside of each of the mounting studs on top of the
boiler smoke box. The bracket will seat outside each of these, hold
apply pressure until the bracket headlight assembly is glued in place.
STEP 7: Assemble the 3d printed the parts to form the locomotive case.
It is helpful to place the 3d printed frame on first, as it can be lined up
with the steps in the ends of the frame. Should the superstructure need
to be handled later, and it seat high on one end, it should be pushed
down and towards the other end. This will seat it in the proper spot.
STEP 8: Run the headlight wire and resistor to either the decoder, or
engine power feeds. Snap the tapered boiler in place by sliding the
collar into the front of the opening in the boiler on the frame, it will seat
into place firmly. If there is a gap, apply pressure to the front of the
boiler in the appropriate direction. The fit of this part is very tight, using
the rear worm gear; spin the mechanism to make sure the shaft turns
freely. Push the boiler to the engine side of the frame to correct this. If
the binding continues, scrape the deck of the frame forward of the
engine with a knife blade, then retest.
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STEP 9: Glue the stack, Bell and Cab in place.
STEP 10: Conclude your DCC Installation in the bunker area and snap
the bunker into place.
STEP 11: Slide the couplers into place. These can be mounted with
either shortened screws, or the boxes can be glued in place.

Your locomotive is ready to operate, and we hope it provides you with
years of enjoyment.
Please contact us with any questions or comments;
Prairielocoworks@aol.com
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